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TORQUE-ARM II Shaft Mount Speed Reducers
Cooling Fan Dimensions, TA4207H - TA12608H
When the thermal capacity of a TORQUE-ARM II reducer is 
exceeded, cooling fans provide an optional, inexpensive way 
of lowering the oil temperature, thus increasing the thermal 
horsepower capacity of the reducer. Selection tables indicate 
when a cooling fan is required.

The computer designed fan assembly, which fastens to the 
input shaft, is compact enough to allow installation of the V-
drive originally descend for the reducer. The fan assemblies 
are designed to allow free circulation of air at the back of the 

housing as well as through the front of the unit. The fan blade 
offers a radial streamline airflow, which means smaller fans 
yet a more efficient movement of air. See Figure 1 and Table 1 
for cooling fan installation dimensions.

For thermal capacities beyond the range of cooling fans, 
pump and cooler auxiliary cooling packages may be used.

Note: See page 130 for maximum input shaft speeds.

Figure 1 - Cooling Fan Assembly
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Table 1 - Cooling Fan Installation Dimensions �
Reducer A Dia. B C D

TA4207H 9.00 3.77 --- ---

TA5215H 10.75 4.63 --- ---

TA6307H 11.85 4.00 0.14 25.37

TA7315H 11.85 4.10 --- ---

TA8407H 11.85 4.79 --- ---

TA9415H 14.55 5.98 --- ---

TA10507H 14.55 6.16 0.93 41.72

TA12608H 14.55 6.16 0.25 43.98

� See individual reducer pages for cooling fan part numbers

Reducer Pump and Auxiliary Cooling Package
For thermal capacities beyond the range of cooling fans, an 
optional pump and cooler auxiliary cooling package is avail-
able to prevent overheating the reducer and allow the use of 
full mechanical HP rating by lowering the oil temperature to 
an acceptable level. 

Specifications for the heat exchanger are as follows: 1/2HP, 
60 Hz, 3 PH. 230/460 Volt, TEFC, 56 Frame. Maximum cool-
ant (water) flow is 3 G.P.M. based upon a maximum water 
temperature of 80 degrees F. Minimum oil temperature for 
operation is 60 degrees F.
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Figure 2 - Pump And Auxiliary Cooling Package, Part Number 014148
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